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Salaam to all brothers/sisters,
here we shall clearly witness one of the most critical historic Event
that has spectacularly taken place in our Final Age now,
in this most specific respect here, now here thus:
===============

We will show them Our Signs (=Ayatina)
(which are specifically "19" coded again here =74/2630, 31)
53 So,

in the horizons (=i.e. thus also and especially, with regard to that most noteworthy historic Event
that has spectacularly taken place (on "October 9, 2009"), in this most specific respect
now here =54/1)
and also within their own selves/souls,
until it becomes perfectly clear to them that this is absolutely The
Is it not Enough that your

QURAN TESTAMENT

Truth.

LORD is Witness over all things.
41/53

===============

So here is the most essential and exclusive Verse
in which this most critical historic Event of/in our Final Age now,
has thus clearly been foretold by our LORD

ALLAH, even from the very Beginning,

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, now here:

==================
1 The Hour has come closer, for/and the Moon has "split" (="anshaqqa")!

QURAN TESTAMENT, Chapter No. 54, Verse No. 1

==================

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/LCROSS
VVVVVVVVVVVVVV
The "Lunar Crater Observat码�on and Sens码�ng Satell码�te" (="LCROSS")
was a robot码�c spacecraft operated by NASA.
The ma码�n "LCROSS" m码�ss码�on object码�ve was to explore the presence of water 码�ce
码�n a permanently shadowed crater near a Lunar polar reg码�on.
"LCROSS" was des码�gned to collect and relay data from the 码�mpact and debr码�s plume
result码�ng from the launch veh码�cle's spent Centaur upper stage, and data collect码�ng Shepherd码�ng Spacecraft,
(success码�vely) crash码�ng unto the crater Cabeus near the south pole of the Moon.
(*This must be the moment of the "splitting (="anshaqqa") of the Moon"
as clearly foretold in this above Verse (=54/1) by this double impact above,
because e.g. the same root verb (="shaqaqa") has thus specifically been used in QURAN TESTAMENT,
in such a basically similar manner, e.g. to refer to the "splitting (="shaqaqna") of the Earth" by the impact of
the Rain Droplets, also here in this specific case: 80/26)
Centaur 码�mpacted successfully on "October 9, 2009", at "11:31" UTC (=码�.e. Coord码�nated Un码�versal T码�me).
The Shepherd码�ng Spacecraft descended through Centaur's ejectate plume, collected and relayed data,
码�mpact码�ng s码�x m码�nutes later at "11:37" UTC (=码�.e. Coord码�nated Un码�versal T码�me).
_____________________________________________________________________________
It can clearly be witnessed, in this historic video by NASA, here:

"Centaur" and the "Shepherding Spacecraft" crashing unto the Moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eG0APKeWjIA
_____________________________________________________________________________

(*We should certainly note that in this wellknown/specific Country (of NASA) above,
wherein this most critical historic Event has thus determinedly been implemented
by them therein above,
it is officially always stated in this specific order as:
Launch Date (from the Earth): June 18, 2009

= "6 / 18 / 2009"
at "21.32" UTC

(*Centaur upper stage and Shepherding Spacecraft
were connected to each other as/in one piece at the time of Launch;
but they were separated before the Impact below)

Impact Date (unto the Moon): October 9, 2009

= "10 / 9 / 2009"
at "11.31" UTC

(*Centaur upper stage)

at "11.37" UTC

(*Shepherding Spacecraft)

thereby, we can take it into account precisely in these "specific orders" = "Month / Day / Year" above.)

So now let us see all of those most Powerful and clear Evidences
which will unmistakably show us that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place,
with

HIS Superb Knowledge which is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110

has thus already clearly foretold in this most essential and exclusive Verse
in QURAN TESTAMENT above (=54/1),
this most critical historic Event of/in our Final Age now
that has spectacularly taken place on
Launch Date (from the Earth): June 18, 2009

= "6 / 18 / 2009"

& 31/34)

Launch Date (from the Earth): June 18, 2009

= "6 / 18 / 2009"
at "21.32" UTC

Impact Date (unto the Moon): October 9, 2009

= "10 / 9 / 2009"
at "11.31" UTC

(*Centaur upper stage)

at "11.37" UTC

(*Shepherding Spacecraft)

even from the very Beginning, now here thus:
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____________________________________________________________
*First of all, let us clearly see here
this most Essential and exclusive "Chapter/Verse" No.

(=54/1),

in QURAN TESTAMENT, in this most specific respect, above,
now here again, openly and clearly, thus:

Chapter No.

54 / Verse No. 1
V

aqtarabat alSaa'atu wa "anshaqqa" alQamaru!

ﺍﻝﻕﻡﺭ

ﻭﺍﻥﺵﻕ

ﺍﻝﺱﺍﻉﺓ

ﺍﻕﺕﺭﺏﺕ

theHour has come closer, for/and theMoon has "split!"

total Number of (Arabic) "Letters" above:
=

23

total Gematrical Value of the "Letters" above:

2493

=

__________________________________________________________________________
*Please, certainly note that we have rightfully taken this unique letter (=)ﺓ
into account, exclusively as "two" letters (& ﺕ

)ﻩ, for/in the first case above,

because it is such a unique (compound) letter of Arabic alphabet which
essentially consists of those "two" letters, above.
So it may sometimes rightfully and perfectly be considered as:
such separate twoletters (& ﺕ

)ﻩ, (=i.e. number of letters:

2),

and may also rightfully and perfectly be considered as:
such a unified oneletter (=)ﺓ, (=i.e. gematrical value: 400), from the very beginning.

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
*And we can clearly see all "Gematrical Values" of each and every (Arabic) Letter
here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abjad_numerals#Letter_values

__________________________________________________________________________
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All Judgment

All Judgment

shall belong to

shall belong to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

54

1 theHour has come closer, for/and theMoon has "split!"

ﺍﻝﻕﻡﺭ

ﻭﺍﻥﺵﻕ

ﺍﻝﺱﺍﻉﺓ

ﺍﻕﺕﺭﺏﺕ

V "splitting" of theMoon V
Event
"Launch Date"
therein

"Impact Date"
therein

V

V

Chapter Verse Month Day Year

54

1

6

>

>

^

Chapter Verse

54

1

>

>

18 2009
^

^

54

1

>

>

9

2009

1

54

^

^

^

<

<

and then

"Launch Time"
therein

"Impact Time"
therein

V

V

Hour.Minute

21.32
^

^

Hour.Minute

21.32
^

^

Verse Chapter

10

and then

or/and

Chapter Verse

Month Day Year

Hour.Minute

11.3137
^ ^

^

Verse Chapter

1

54

<

<

or/and

Hour.Minute

Verse Chapter

11.37

1

54

^ ^

<

<

19
19
19
19

=

x...

=

=

x...

=

x...

x...

*Please, certainly note that
due to the Fact that "Centaur upper stage" and "Shepherding Spacecraft"
were connected to each other as/in whole "one piece" (=i.e. LCROSS) at the time of "Launch" therein,
we have thus always rightfully take it into account as:

"21.32" UTC (=i.e. Universal Coordinated Time),

for/in "Launch Time", on the left side above,
and because that they were separated before the "Impact" therein, and thereafter (successively) crashed
unto the Moon;

"11.37" UTC, respectively,
so we have thus rightfully take it into account in this specific manner as: "11.3137" UTC,
("Centaur upper stage") at

"11.31" UTC,

and ("Shepherding Spacecraft") at

for/in "Impact Time", on the right side above, for/in that first Case therein;
and then also considering it as the final part of that same whole "one piece" (=i.e. LCROSS), from the beginning, above
so we have thus also rightfully take it into account, finally, in this usual/ideal/normal manner as:

"11.37" UTC,

for/in "Impact Time", on the right side above, for/in that second Case therein.

So now, let us clearly witness these "Most AWESOME" &
in exact Same manner, now also here again thus:

"Most MIRACULOUS" Phenomena above,
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shall belong to

shall belong to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

54

1 theHour has come closer, for/and theMoon has "split!"

ﺍﻝﻕﻡﺭ

ﻭﺍﻥﺵﻕ

ﺍﻝﺱﺍﻉﺓ

ﺍﻕﺕﺭﺏﺕ

V "splitting" of theMoon V
Event

"Launch Date"
therein

"Impact Date"
therein

V

V

Letters G.Value Month Day Year

23

2493

6

18 2009

>

>

^

^

Letters G.Value

23

2493

>

>

Letters G.Value

23

2493

>

>

^

Month Day Year

10

9

2009

2493

23

^

^

^

<

<

and then

and then

"Launch Time"
therein

"Impact Time"
therein

V

V

Hour.Minute

Hour.Minute

21.32

11.3137

^

^ ^

^

G.Value Letters

G.Value Letters

2493

23

<

<

^

or/and

or/and

Hour.Minute

Hour.Minute

G.Value Letters

21.32

11.37

2493
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^

^ ^

<

<

^
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=
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=

=
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=

x...

*Please, certainly note that
due to the Fact that "Centaur upper stage" and "Shepherding Spacecraft"
were connected to each other as/in "whole one piece" (=i.e. LCROSS) at the time of "Launch" therein,

x...

we have thus always rightfully take it into account as:

"21.32" UTC (=i.e. Universal Coordinated Time),

for/in "Launch Time", on the left side above,
and because that they were separated before the "Impact" therein, and thereafter (successively) crashed
unto the Moon;

"11.37" UTC, respectively,
so we have thus rightfully take it into account in this specific manner as: "11.3137" UTC,
("Centaur upper stage") at

"11.31" UTC,

and ("Shepherding Spacecraft") at

for/in "Impact Time", on the right side above, for/in that first Case therein;
and then also considering it as the final part of that same whole "one piece" (=i.e. LCROSS), from the beginning, above
so we have thus also rightfully take it into account, finally, in this usual/ideal/normal manner as:

"11.37" UTC,

for/in "Impact Time", on the right side above, for/in that second Case therein,
in exact Same manner (as clearly witnessed in the previous post), from the beginning to the end, here again!
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All Judgment

All Judgment

shall belong to

shall belong to

ALLAH ALLAH
Chapter No.

54

1 theHour has come closer, for/and theMoon has "split!"

ﺍﻝﻕﻡﺭ

ﻭﺍﻥﺵﻕ

ﺍﻝﺱﺍﻉﺓ

ﺍﻕﺕﺭﺏﺕ

V "splitting" of theMoon V
Event
"Launch Date"
therein

"Impact Date"
therein

V

V

Month Day Year

6

18 2009

Month Day Year

10

9

2009

^

^

^

^

^

^

Finally, we should absolutely note that
if we take that
"Launch Date" (=June 18, 2009) rightfully as the First day of this historic Event above,
we clearly see that

"Impact Date" (=October 9, 2009) is exactly the

And then also, here are those

"114"th day (=19x...) of this historic Event above!

"114" days (=19x...) above,

in this Absolutely "Most MIRACULOUS" Perfect Order here again,
finally, for/in each of those Months therein above:
in
June

in
July

in
in
in
August Sptmbr October

"13

31

31

30

days

days

days

days

9"
days

19

=

x...

So, we can thus clearly and unmistakably see that our LORD

ALLAH (Who absolutely Knows

all the past and the future Events, even long before they would actually take place here,
by HIS Superb Knowledge that is absolutely unfathomable by us =20/110 & 31/34)
has thus already clearly foretold in QURAN TESTAMENT
in this most specific Chapter/Verse No. (=54/1) therein above,
this most critical historic Event of/in our Final Age now
that has momentously taken place on
"Launch Date" (=June 18 2009)
"Impact Date" (=October 9 2009) above,
even from the very Beginning, in such a
in QURAN TESTAMENT above.

"Most AWESOME"

&

"Most MIRACULOUS"

QURAN TESTAMENT
41/53
=
74/30

Perfect Manners,

So, is not our LORD

ALLAH Absolutely AllKnowing, AllAware, from the very Beginning,

of all past and present and future events, even long before they would actually take place here,
Finally, again here:
=QURAN

TESTAMENT 20/110

=

31/34

=

54/1
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1 The Hour (thus espec码�ally, of th码�s ant码�c码�pated "Smoke"
and these 码�mm码�nent "Heavenly Requ码�tals" thereafter =44/1016) has come closer,
for/and the Moon has "split" (="anshaqqa")! (on "October 9, 2009")!
(as we have clearly and unmistakably witnessed it on our "19" coded Tables above, in this Final Age now.)
2 But when/if they see (such) a "19" coded "Sign" (here =74/30 = 41/53),
they are thus especially, due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the left side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now: 29/47 turning away (=yuridoo) and saying (=yaquloo): "A persistent Delusion!"

3 For also, due to all of those "Signs" (="Ayat") on "the right side" of those "19" coded Tables
above now: 29/49 they disbelieved (=kafaroo) and followed (=attabaoo) their lowlyDesires!
And (consequently), every Issue (here in this case above again now =44/1016) shall (inevitably) be fulfilled!
_________________________________________________________________________________________
* Please, absolutely note that
those "S码�gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the left s码�de" above (=29/47), and those "S码�gns" (="Ayat") due to/on "the r码�ght s码�de"
above (=29/49), are thus d码�rectly related to the "Rem码�nder" (="Dh码�kra") there码�n, f码�rst of all (=29/47

= 29/49 = 29/"51"),

and "19" coded, "SYMMETRICAL MIRACLES" of/码�n QURAN TESTAMENT 码�s that "Rem码�nder" (="Dh码�kra")

here (=74/2630,

"31"), from the very beg码�nn码�ng!

_________________________________________________________________________________________

4 Because definitely "the News" (="alAnbaai") has (thus) come to them (with regard to this

"19" coded, "Reminder" (="Dhikr") here again =38/86"87""88") in which there is sufficient Admonition.
5 A "Perfect Wisdom;" but "the Warnings" (="alNudhuru") (with regard to this

"19" coded, "Reminder" (="Dhikra") here again =74/2630, "31", "36") do not benefit.
6 So you may turn away from them; the Day will come when the (Angel)Caller (here in this case again now
=10/78 & 22/72 & 85/410 eventually) will call (them) to an awesome Requital (=40/17, 40).
7 With their eyes humiliated, (at the end of their normal lifespan here, when those Angels come to terminate their lives here
and then instantly awaken them in their new bodies which will be exactly similar/same even to their fingertips here: 73/34
in a parallel Universe, thus instantly, in Hell therein =16/2829 = 36/4854)

they will (immediately) come out of their placesofrest (therein) like scattered locusts.
8 Hastening towards the (Angel)Caller (therein), the Rejecters (mentioned above: 10/78 & 22/72 & 85/410)
will say (then):

"This is a difficult Day!"

QURAN TESTAMENT 54/12345678
==================

Remain in peace/salaam.
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